
For design furniture and shelving systems in business or pleasure.
Suitable for indoor and outdoor.

Integrated Cooler
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Thoughtful design ...
... meets lifestyle.

Our Integrated Coolers add eye-catching functionality to your design 

furniture. 

Suitable for designer furniture of manufacturers such as USM Haller, 

Spiegels, Montana or others. For optimal cooling and unforgettable 

enjoyment. Both for business and pleasure.

Your design furniture is the centerpiece of your room - 

our Integrated Cooler adds an elegant detail.

A high quality brushed stainless steel lid and handle gives the cooler 

elegance and lightness. Available in two sizes for extra storage space next 

to the cooler. The Integrated Cooler is not firmly built into the furniture so 

it can easily be dismantled and inserted into another piece of furniture. 

Thanks to the 2 designs in narrow and wide, the Integrated Cooler can fit 

perfectly into many different furniture pieces. Just the way you need it.
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Efficient functionality

Our Integrated Coolers save the cold inside the cooler for several 

hours without connection to the mains. Both versions 

are equipped with a clearly readable temperature display, a 

bright interior illumination and a high quality brushed 

stainless steel lid.
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Order No.

35.6000.00.00

Voltage: 230 V AC

Power:  50 W

Current consum. 0.3 A

Weight:  19 kg

Volume:  approx. 35 l

Temperature range: from + 12° C to + 4° C 

Housing: Inner housing powder-coated  

 aluminum, foamed with PU Integral,  

 40 mm semi-rigid foam, 

 lid stainless steel brushed, 

 cover frame and inner cover with ABS,  

 height adjustable by adjustable feet.                                                                                                                                            

                power supply (Typ F)                                                                                                                                               

                    

 Refrigerant R600a *

Integrated Cooler Narrow

Order No.

35.6001.00.00

Voltage: 230 V AC

Power:  50 W

Current consum. 0.3 A

Weight:  19 kg

Volume:  approx. 35 l

Temperature range: from + 12° C to + 4° C 

Housing: Inner housing powder-coated  

 aluminum, foamed with PU Integral,  

 40 mm semi-rigid foam, 

 lid stainless steel brushed, 

 cover frame and inner cover with ABS,  

 height adjustable by adjustable feet.  

 power supply (Typ F)                                     

 Refrigerant R600a *                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                      

Integrated Cooler Wide

R600a - Technical specifications

* Please note that only Integrated Cooler is supplied. The corresponding piece of furniture

is not included.

We will glady assist you with installation into USM Haller design furniture and provide

you with installation instructions.
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TM Technischer Gerätebau GmbH
Böttgerstraße 13
89231 Neu-Ulm
Germany
phone   +49 (0) 731 / 9 74 21-0
fax   +49 (0) 731 / 9 74 21-69
e-mail   vm@tmtech.de
web  www.tmlifestyle.de

Contact TM Germany Sales
spare parts +49 (0) 731 / 9 74 21-53

order transaction 
manufacturer  +49 (0) 731 / 9 74 21-52
customer service +49 (0) 731 / 9 74 21-41
fax   +49 (0) 731 / 9 74 21-69St

at
us
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